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Performance and control of upright bipedal posture requires a constant and dynamic

integration of relative contributions of different sensory inputs (i. e., sensory reweighting)

to enable effective adaptations as individuals face environmental changes and

perturbations. Children with gymnastic experience showed balance performance closer

to that of adults during and after proprioceptive alteration than children without gymnastic

experience when their center of pressure (COP) was analyzed. However, a particular

COP sway can be achieved through performing and coordinating different postural

movements. The aim of this study was to assess how children and adults of different

gymnastic experience perform and control postural movements while they have to adjust

balance during and after bilateral tendon vibration. All participants were equipped with

spherical markers attached to their skin and two vibrators strapped over the Achilles

tendons. Bipedal stance was performed in three 45-s trials in two visual conditions

(eyes open, EO, and eyes closed, EC) ordered randomly in which vibration lasted 10 s.

Posture movements were analyzed by a principal component analysis (PCA) calculated

on normalized and weighted markers coordinates. The relative standard deviation

of each principal movement component (principal position, PP-rSTD) quantified its

contribution to the whole postural movements, i.e., quantified the coordinative structure.

The first (principal velocities, PV-rSTD) and second (principal accelerations, PA-rSTD)

time-derivatives characterized the rate-dependent sensory information associated with

and the neuromuscular control of the postural movements, respectively. Children

without gymnastic experience showed a different postural coordinative structure and

different sensory-motor control characteristics. They used less ankle movements in the

anterior-posterior direction but increased ankle movements in medio-lateral direction,

presented larger hip and trunk velocities, and exhibited more hip actions. Gymnastic

experience during childhood seemed to benefit the development of proprioceptive

reweighting processes in children, leading to a more mature form of coordinating and

controlling posture similarly to adults.

Keywords: movement coordination, motor control, posture, sensory integration, children, adults, gymnastics,
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INTRODUCTION

Upright bipedal stance is one of the most common postures
used in daily life activities but also in recreational and sports
skills. Far from its simple appearance, performance, and control
of a vertical posture on both feet requires constant adjustments
to environmental changes and organism perturbations (Walter,
1998; Hatzitaki et al., 2002). These adjustments involve dynamic
processes that require the integration of sensory information
from multiple sources (e.g., visual, proprioceptive, and vestibular
systems) and the use of coordinated muscular actions to control
the body movements that preserve the desired posture (i.e.,
postural movements) (Forssberg and Nashner, 1982; Jeka et al.,
2000; Peterka and Loughlin, 2004; Hsu et al., 2007; Peterka,
2018). In addition, several studies (Peterka, 2002, 2018; Carver
et al., 2006; Assländer and Peterka, 2014; Hwang et al., 2014)
demonstrated that a critical sensory process to achieve posture
stability is the individual’s capacity to increase or decrease
the relative contribution of different sensory source inputs
when availability and/or reliability of other sources change (i.e.,
sensory reweighting ability). Given that a sudden manipulation
of the sensory sources typically leads to a loss of accuracy in
the estimation of the body position (Jeka et al., 2004), the
reweighting processes have to be performed fast enough to
sufficiently modify the postural movements and return as soon
as possible to the desired state of balance (i.e., stabilize balance)
(Peterka, 2018). A common experimental approach to study
the sensory reweighting processes is to expose individuals to a
perturbation altering the sensory inputs and then remove such
perturbation while measuring the postural behavior, which is
usually characterized by the center of pressure (COP) trajectory
(Vuillerme et al., 2001b; Jeka et al., 2004; Gautier et al., 2008a,b;
McKay et al., 2014). Previous studies analyzing COP during
bipedal stance were able to show the impact of the availability
of different sensory sources and also confirmed that stabilization
after proprioceptive manipulation (i.e., vibration) occurs not
immediately, but gradually (Vuillerme et al., 2001b; McKay et al.,
2014; Busquets et al., 2018).

Postural balance could be affected by multiple intrinsic factors
but one of the main factors that modifies postural control
ability in healthy individuals seems to be related to their
motor experiences (Paillard, 2017). Motor experiences can be
characterized by age (Peterka and Black, 1990; Hirabayashi and
Iwasaki, 1995; Barela et al., 2003; Peterson et al., 2006; Cuisinier
et al., 2011), as an estimator of the amount of experience
performing the bipedal stance in domestic and leisure physical
activities. In addition, motor experiences might further be
influenced by the individual’s deliberate practice experience in
a sport with high balance and postural control demands, for
example, gymnastics (Marin et al., 1999; Vuillerme et al., 2001a,b;
Gautier et al., 2008a,b; Lamoth et al., 2009).

The ability to control independent bipedal stance and perform
counteracting actions in face of balance perturbations is achieved
early in childhood (Hadders-Algra, 2005; Chen et al., 2008).
However, development of various components of postural
control continues until adolescence (Assaiante, 2012; Verbecque
et al., 2016). Especially, components related to the integration

and reweighting of sensory information appears to need more
experience time to resemble an adult-like structure (Peterka and
Black, 1990; Hirabayashi and Iwasaki, 1995; Cuisinier et al.,
2011; Assaiante, 2012; McKay et al., 2014; Busquets et al., 2018).
When proprioceptive alteration with motor vibration is used to
evaluate the sensory reweighting ability, it has been proposed that
a significant development of the sensory integration ability occurs
in children around 10 years of age (Cuisinier et al., 2011; McKay
et al., 2014). However, adult-like levels of use and integration of
the sensory information is not achieved until the age of 12–15
years (Peterka and Black, 1990; Hirabayashi and Iwasaki, 1995;
Barela et al., 2003; Peterson et al., 2006).

Accumulation of deliberate experience in sport could enhance
postural control including its entailed reweighting processes
(Marin et al., 1999; Lamoth et al., 2009; Hrysomallis, 2011;
Kiers et al., 2013). The high balance requirements to perform
complex acrobatics and balance recovery after their completion
exhibited in gymnastics motivated researchers to study its effects
on bipedal stance performance and control (Vuillerme et al.,
2001a,b; Gautier et al., 2008a,b; Busquets et al., 2018). Studies
in adults showed that gymnastic experience did not enhance
the reweighting processes or change the relative contribution of
the sensory sources during the sensory manipulation of vision
(i.e., optical flow) (Gautier et al., 2008b) or of proprioception
(i.e., vibration applied on the Achilles tendon) (Vuillerme
et al., 2001b; Busquets et al., 2018). Controversial results were
obtained when re-integration of the manipulated sensory source
was necessitated after the perturbation. Gautier et al. (2008a)
and Vuillerme et al. (2001b) found that the gymnast groups
stabilized COP sway faster than the non-gymnasts after optical
flow and vibration manipulation had finished, respectively; in
contrast, Busquets et al. (2018) reported no benefits from
gymnastic experience in COP variables after vibration for
adults. In children, Busquets et al. (2018) found evidence
that gymnastic practice benefited postural control during and
after proprioceptive perturbation (i.e., vibration applied on
the Achilles tendon), bringing these children’s performance
closer to adult-like postural behavior. Their findings suggested
that children’s sensory reweighting capacity after proprioceptive
information manipulation was not fully developed but gymnastic
practice reduced the gap difference between children and adults.

Previous studies focusing on the age and/or gymnastic
experience effects on the reweighting processes involved in
bipedal standing utilized the COP sway characteristics as the
primary outcome. The variables derived from COP summarize
whole body movement changes in 2-dimensions (i.e., anterior –
posterior, AP, and mediolateral, ML, directions). However, the
human body is a multi-segmental system that could perform
and coordinate postural movements in different ways in order
to control the body sway (Kuo and Zajac, 1993; Hsu et al.,
2007; Federolf, 2016). It was suggested that movements from
ankle and hip joints could fully explain the postural adjustments
required to control the body sway in bipedal standing (Nashner
and McCollum, 1985; Runge et al., 1999; Afschrift et al.,
2016), but recent studies presented evidence that other multi-
segmental movements (i.e., postural movements) should be
considered (Alexandrov et al., 2005; Pinter et al., 2008; Federolf
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et al., 2013). A data-driven principal component analysis (PCA),
in which no variables are preselected, has been applied in
previous research to study individuals’ multi-segment postural
movement components (Daffertshofer et al., 2004; Federolf et al.,
2012, 2013). PCA provides multiple 1-dimensional whole body
movement components (i.e., principal movements, PM) that
together form the postural coordinative structure of the original
movement. Changes in the relative contribution of the PM
over time and their mathematical derivatives (i.e., velocity and
acceleration) were proposed to describe how individuals perform
and control their posture (Federolf, 2016; Haid et al., 2018; Longo
et al., 2019).

Therefore, the analysis of the posture movements through a
PCA would be an interesting approach to (1) better understand
how the system achieves andmaintains postural stability through
integrating and reweighting inputs of the sensory sources and
(2) to assess possible beneficial effects of age and gymnastic
experience on individuals’ balance ability. The purpose of this
study was to investigate how children and adults perform and
control postural movements to maintain bipedal standing when
they deal with proprioceptive manipulations (bilateral ankle
vibration) in two visual conditions (i.e., eyes open, EO, and eyes
closed, EC). In addition to this age effect, the possible effect of
gymnastic experience on these sensory reweighting processes to
adjust standing posture was examined. We hypothesized that:

• Different movement amplitude (i.e., performance) and control
of posture will emerge in individual movement components
or in all of them when sensory information is altered. In
addition, re-integration of the proprioceptive information will
show gradual (not immediate) recovery to the pre-vibration
coordinative structure, the sensory integration state, and to
pre-vibration motor control characteristics. Larger differences
will be found in the most demanding condition (i.e., EC
+ vibration).

• Children will show larger differences than adults in the
coordinative structure, the sensory integration state, and
the motor control variables in comparison with their
before vibration values, especially when they re-integrate
proprioceptive information. In addition, these possible
changes will last longer in children than in adults.

• Gymnastic experience will provide individuals with a refined
coordinative structure, sensory integration state, and motor
control that allow them to better stabilize posture during
the reweighting processes. Larger differences will be observed
between children’s groups while more subtle differences
will be found between the adults’ groups. Also, gymnastic
experience will help children to develop an adult-like postural
performance and control during the reweighting processes.

METHODS

Participants
Seventy-seven participants from two cohorts (children and
adults) were involved in this study (Table 1). Individuals 8–
11 years of age were included in the child cohort (C) because
at this age the proprioceptive ability is relatively stable to
developmental changes (Goble et al., 2005; Deconinck et al.,

2007). The adult cohort (A) was composed of participants of 15
years of age or older as previous research suggested that an adult-
like balance is shown after 12 years of age (Peterson et al., 2006).
Both cohorts were divided into two groups according to their
gymnastic experience. Participants that practiced gymnastics to
compete from regional to international championship levels,
were part of the gymnast groups (G); while non-gymnast
groups (NG) were formed by active individuals engaged in
non-competitive organized sport activities. Individually reported
training hours per week and competition history were used
to classify participants. All participants declared to be healthy
without disorders that could affect postural control at the time
of the study. All participants or their legal guardians were
fully informed and they signed a written consent form to
participate in the study. In addition, young participants (<18
yrs) signed an assent form. The study was approved by the local
ethics committee.

Experimental Protocol
Participants stood barefoot and with both hands on their hips.
The same base of support area across trials was maintained
by asking participants to place their feet on their individual
foot marks drawn on a piece of paper set on the floor during
trial 1. To perturb the ankle proprioceptive system, the Achilles
tendons of the right and left leg were stimulated with two
vibrators (frequency = 85Hz, amplitude = 1mm) strapped over
the tendons (Tjernström et al., 2006) (Figure 1). Recordings of
simultaneous activation and deactivation of the vibrators during
trials were computer synchronized with the motion capture
system. In order to reduce startling responses, participants were
allowed to experience vibration during 4–5 s before the start
of the experimental protocol to familiarize themselves with the
vibrators’ effects.

Participants were asked to stand as steady as possible no
matter what happened during the trials. Two visual conditions
of three 45 s trials were performed during the session: eyes open
(EO) and eyes closed (EC). In the EO condition the participants
looked at an eye-level target positioned on the wall∼2m in front
of them, while in the EC condition the participants wore opaque
swimming goggles. The order of the six trials was randomized
across participants. Each 45 s trial started with quiet stance lasting
for 15 s without vibration, followed by 10 s with vibration, and
finishing with 20 s without vibration (Figure 1). A trial was
repeated if participants lost balance or moved their hands from
the hips or stepped trying to recover it. Three-minute intervals
between trials were given to rest and washout any vibration
effects (Wierzbicka et al., 1998).

Data Collection
Eleven spherical markers were attached to the participant’s
skin on the seventh cervical vertebrae and, bilaterally, on the
temples, the great trochanter, the femoral condyle, the calcaneus,
and the proximal phalange of the first toe (hallux). The 3D-
trajectories of these markers were registered at 250Hz using
a six-camera Smart-D BTS R© motion capture system (Smart-D
BTS, BTS Bioengineering S.p.A., Milan, Italy). A viewing space
of 2.01 ± 0.28m (anterior-posterior direction) × 2.25 ± 0.11m
(vertical direction)× 3.67± 0.41m (medio-lateral direction) was
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TABLE 1 | Participants general characteristics.

Children Adults

NG G NG G

M ± SD M ± SD M ± SD M ± SD

Female (n)/Male (n) 6/5 16/15 6/7 10/12

Age (yrs) 9.6 ± 1.1 9.2 ± 1.2 17.0 ± 1.3 16.3 ± 2.6

Experience (yrs) – 3.2 ± 1.6 – 8.4 ± 3.4

Training (h/week) 1.75 ± 1.41 10.87 ± 4.65 5.35 ± 1.69 22.57 ± 8.12

Height (m) 1.41 ± 0.06 1.30 ± 0.08 1.70 ± 0.10 1.63 ± 0.09

Weight (kg) 35.44 ± 5.61 28.43 ± 5.66 66.31 ± 17.64 56.11 ± 9.94

NG, non-gymnasts; G, gymnasts; M, mean; SD, standard deviation.

FIGURE 1 | (A) Sketch of the body landmark marker dispositions. (B) Detail of the vibrator collocations. (C) 45-s trial timeline indicating when vibration was applied to

the participant (motor on—motor off) and the 10-s phases used to calculate variables.

calibrated before the data collection with a mean error of 0.338±
0.040mm. Reconstruction of the 3D markers was done using the
software Smart Tracker (BTS Bioengineering S.p.A.,Milan, Italy).

PCA Data Analyses, Kinematics in Posture
Space, and Variables
The PManalyzer software (Haid et al., 2019) implemented in
Matlab R© (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA) was used to
fill gaps in the markers trajectories, normalize the kinematic data,
and compute a PCA to obtain kinematic variables in posture
space. Following, we briefly explain these three processes. The
marker trajectories of each trial were checked and a PCA-based
reconstruction algorithm (Federolf et al., 2013; Gløersen and
Federolf, 2016) was used to fill gaps when it was necessary.

Posture analysis using PCA was utilized to identify linear
whole-body movement patterns constituting the changes in

posture that are observed during the analyzed time. Application
of PCA to identify movement patterns within a sample
requires to conduct a normalization process to account for
anthropometrical differences between participants (Federolf
et al., 2013; Federolf, 2016; Zago et al., 2017; Promsri et al.,
2018; Haid et al., 2019). In the current study, the data of each
participant were normalized by (1) subtracting the individual’s
mean posture vector (Federolf et al., 2013), (2) dividing by their
mean Euclidian distance (Federolf et al., 2013), and (3) weighting
each marker with its representative relative mass (Federolf, 2016;
Gløersen et al., 2018). Weight factors applied to markers were
calculated dividing the relative weight of each segment (de Leva,
1996) by the number of markers attached on the segment and, in
case of markers placed on joints, masses of both segments were
added (Federolf, 2016). Finally, one input matrix for the PCAwas
created by concatenating the normalized data of all participants.
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The marker coordinates of the input matrix at a given time
represented a posture vector. Applying PCA on these posture
vectors quantified the postural variability via eigenvectors (PCk,
where k indicates the order of the eigenvector), scores [PPk(t)],
and eigenvalues EVk (Troje, 2002; Daffertshofer et al., 2004;
Verrel et al., 2009; Bockemühl et al., 2010). The PCk form
an orthonormal basis for a coordinate system in which the
movements of the volunteers can be quantitatively compared.
Each PCk defines a specific pattern of how the markers move
and thus how the body segments represented by the markers
move. The temporal information on the postural position of a
volunteer is quantified by the scores PPk(t), which are obtained
by projecting each participant’s normalized data onto the PCk.
We interpret the PCk and the PPk(t) as a new set of kinematic
variables, called principal movements (PMk) (Federolf et al.,
2012), where the PCk defines the variable and the PPk(t) describe
the evolution of the position in posture space over time (Federolf,
2016; Haid et al., 2018, 2019). Animated stick figures of the
PMk were created to facilitate an interpretation of what postural
action each PM represents (Federolf et al., 2012, 2013; Federolf,
2016). Typically, the eigenvalues (EVk) are used to quantify the
amount of postural variance associated with each PMk (Federolf
et al., 2013). However, Haid et al. (2018) proposed to use relative
standard deviation, rSTDk, to quantify each PMk’s contribution
to the volunteer’s overall postural variations, since rSTD scales
directly to the postural movement amplitude and not to its
square. Group differences in the PP-rSTDk were interpreted as
differences in the composition of the postural movements (i.e.,
postural coordinative structure).

Individual postural coordinative structure changes during the
trials can be analyzed and compared to other trials in different
conditions or groups after the coordinate transformation into
posture space (Federolf, 2016). Furthermore, by calculating the
first and the second time-derivatives of PPk(t) one obtains
principal velocities, PVk(t), and principal accelerations, PAk(t),
respectively (Federolf, 2016). Interest in PVk and PAk during
static balance relies on their relation to the sensory integration
state and on the information they provide on how postural
movements are controlled, respectively. Sensory receptors such
as proprioception and vision are thought to be velocity sensitive,
i.e., sensory information related to posture mainly favor rate
information rather than absolute position information (Jeka
et al., 2004). PVk quantify the rate of postural coordinative
structure changes. The relative contribution of each PVk (relative
standard deviation of the PVk, PV-rSTDk) thus characterizes how
much rate-dependent sensory information each PMk contributes.
The PAk(t) represent the acceleration of the postural movement
components. In quiet stance experiments it can be assumed that
only gravity (which is constant) and muscle actions produce
changes in the postural coordinative structure. Therefore, the
PAk can be used to characterize the neuromuscular control of
the postural movements. We characterize the PAk -time series
via their relative standard deviation (PA-rSTDk) (Federolf, 2016;
Haid et al., 2018; Promsri et al., 2018).The PA-rSTDk inform
about the relative contribution of each postural movement
component to the overall postural accelerations. An altered PA-
rSTDk, for example between trials, would suggest a change in the

significance of the associated movement component for postural
control (Longo et al., 2019). Noise amplification related to the
differentiation process was reduced applying a Butterworth low-
pass filter (order: 3th; cut off frequency: 7Hz) (Promsri et al.,
2018) before calculating PVk and PAk.

All variables (PP-rSTDk, PV-rSTDk, and PA-rSTDk) were
generated after dividing the PMk, PPk, PVk, and PAk of each trial
in four 10-s phases: (1) before vibration phase (BV), 5–15 s of
the trial; (2) during vibration phase (DV), 16–25 s of the trial; (3)
after vibration early phase (AV1), 26–35 s of the trial; and (4) after
vibration late phase (AV2), 36–45 s of the trial. Variables were
calculated for the first 6 PMs, in each participant, each trial, and
each phase.

Statistical Analysis
Since three trials were collected per condition, as a first step, trial
effects were assessed over the two conditions (EO and EC) in
each group with one-way analyses of variance (ANOVAs) with
repeated measures in each dependent variable. The absence of
significant trial effects allowed us to calculate the individual mean
from the three standing trials for each variable and condition.

Shapiro-Wilk tests were conducted to check normality
distribution and, when the normality test failed, data were
transformed computing their square root and if the transformed
data remained non-normal distributed then they were converted
to ranks. The main goal of this study was analyzed using 4
(Group) × 4 (Phase) × 2 (Visual condition) ANOVAs with
group (C-G, C-NG, A-G, and A-NG) as between-participant
factor and phase (BV, DV, AV1, and AV2) and visual condition
(EO and EC) as within-participants factors. Sphericity-corrected
values by Greenhouse-Geisser were reported when appropriate.
Pairwise comparisons and planned comparisons with Bonferroni
correction were used to establish differences between the four
groups, phases, and conditions, or to contrast group and phases
effects across visual conditions.

The effect size was measured for the ANOVAs using ηp2

(≥0.01: small effect; ≥0.06: medium effect; and ≥0.14: large
effect). Statistical significance was set at p < 0.05 for all analyses.
Only statistically significant results were reported. All statistical
tests were performed with SPSS PASW Statistics 18 software
(SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL).

RESULTS

Characterization of the First 6 Principal
Postural Movements
The first six PMs explained 98.4 ± 1.7% of the overall postural
variance across the four groups (C-G, C-NG, A-G, and A-NG),
phases and conditions. Animated stick figures visualizing the first
six PMs (Supplementary Video 1) showed qualitative differences
among the PMs. Following, we characterize each PM with
its associated explained variance. PM1 captured the anterior-
posterior sway around the ankle joint (AP ankle strategy, 67.5
± 16.9%); PM2 showed the medio-lateral sway around the
ankle joint (ML ankle strategy, 14.9 ± 11.0%); PM3 represented
flexion/extensionmovements about the hip (AP hip strategy, 11.0
± 9.5%); PM4 captured trunk rotations in the transverse plane
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without head movements (trunk rotational strategy, 2.6± 2.5%);
PM5 captured trunk rotations in the transverse plane together
with head rotations in the same plane but in opposite direction
(opposite trunk and head rotational strategy, 1.4 ± 1.4%); and
PM6 showed flexion/extension movements of the knee (AP knee
strategy, 1.0± 2.3%).

Relative Contribution of Postural
Movements
Results from ANOVAs showed significant group main effects
in the postural configuration in the PP-rSTD1, the PP-rSTD2,
the PP-rSTD4, and the PP-rSTD5 (Table 2, Figure 2). Post-hoc
results indicated that A-NG used the AP ankle strategy (PP-
rSTD1) more than C-NG (p = 0.048), while trunk rotational
strategies without or with head movements (PP-rSTD4 and PP-
rSTD5, respectively) were performed to a greater extent by C-NG
in comparison to A-NG (p = 0.025 and p = 0.024). However, no
differences among groups in the post-hoc analysis for PP-rSTD2

were found. In addition, ANOVA results indicated significant
phase main effects in all PP-rSTD components. In general and in
contrast to BV, principal components related tomovements in the
AP direction for the ankle and knee (PP-rSTD1 and PP-rSTD6)
presented a significant increase of the PP-rSTD values in DV and
AV1 (Table 2, Figure 2), while movements in ML direction (PP-
rSTD2) or rotations (PP-rSTD4 and PP-rSTD5) decreased their
values during the DV and AV1. In addition, PP-rSTD3 showed a
decrease in values for AV1 and AV2 compared to BV and DV.

The planned comparisons exposed that in the EO condition
(Figure 3) the C-NG group presented significantly higher PP-
rSTD4 values than A-NG during the after vibration early phase
(AV1) (p= 0.025), while in the after vibration late phase (AV2) C-
NG compared to A-NG showed a decreased use of the AP ankle
strategy (p= 0.016) but an increased use of the ML ankle strategy
(PP-rSTD2) and the trunk rotational strategy (PP-rSTD4) (p =

0.039 and p = 0.043, respectively). Differences were also found
in the planned comparisons conducted in the EC condition
(Figure 3). Children non-gymnasts exhibited larger values of PP-
rSTD2 (p= 0.001) and PP-rSTD5 (p= 0.010) than adults with no
gymnastic experience during vibration (DV phase). In the AV2,
C-NG used less the AP ankle strategy (PP-rSTD1, p = 0.020)
and more the trunk rotational strategy (PP-rSTD4, p = 0.050)
than A-NG.

Speed of Postural Movements
Significant group and phase main effects and group x phase
interactions were found by ANOVAs for the sensory information
contribution variables (Table 3, Figure 4). Follow up post-hocs on
the PV-rSTD4 group main effect showed that children groups
(C-NG and C-G) exhibited larger velocity rotating their trunk
without head movements (PV-rSTD4) than their respective
gymnastic experience adult groups (p = 0.017 and p = 0.050 for
NG andG, respectively). In addition, C-NG showed higher values
in PV-rSTD3 and PV-rSTD4 than the A-G (p = 0.005 and p =

0.005, respectively). Phase main effects showed that compared to
BV, velocity increased during AV1 for the PV-rSTD1 and during
DV for the PV-rSTD3 and PV-rSTD6. On the other hand, the

velocity decreased particularly in AV1 for the PV-rSTD2, PV-
rSTD4, and PV-rSTD5 compared to BV. Pairwise comparisons
from the Group x Phase interaction revealed differences among
groups in PV-rSTD4 for all phases except in the before vibration
phase (BV). Children without gymnastic experience showed
higher values of PV-rSTD4 than C-G (p = 0.026), A-NG (p =

0.005), and A-G (p = 0.022) during DV. In the early phase after
vibration (AV1) C-G presented larger velocity than A-NG (p =

0.001) and A-G (p = 0.010) while in the after vibration late
phase (AV2) C-NG showed larger trunk rotation velocity than
A-G (p= 0.008).

In addition, the planned comparisons conducted in the EO
and the EC conditions showed differences between groups
in several PV-rSTD variables (Figure 5), but EO only during
vibration while EC only during after vibration. Children non-
gymnast with EO during DV exhibited larger values of AP hip
flexion/extension velocity (PV-rSTD3) than C-G (p= 0.022) and
larger values of the trunk rotation velocity (PV-rSTD4) than C-
G (p = 0.017) and A-NG (p = 0.006). The EC trials revealed
differences between C-G and A-G only during AV1. That is, C-G
showed smaller velocity for the AP anklemovements (PV-rSTD1)
(p= 0.003) and larger velocity for the ML ankle movements (PV-
rSTD2) (p = 0.037) and trunk rotations without head velocity
(PV-rSTD4) (p = 0.001). On the other hand, C-NG participants
in the EC condition showed group differences only during AV2.
That is, C-NG had lower PV-rSTD1 values than A-NG (p =

0.050) but larger PV-rSTD3 values than C-G (p = 0.045) and
A-NG (p= 0.014).

Acceleration of Postural Movements
The ANOVAs results for the variables that quantified the
magnitude of the neuromuscular intervention (PA-rSTD)
showed a significant group main effect on AP hip strategy
(PA-rSTD3) and trunk rotation without head movements (PA-
rSTD4), phase main effects in all PA-rSTD components, and a
significant group x phase interaction on the AP ankle strategy
(PA-rSTD1) and the trunk rotation with head movements (PA-
rSTD5) (Table 4, Figure 6). Larger values of hip flexion/extension
acceleration (PA-rSTD3) were found in the C-NG compared to
C-G (p = 0.001), A-NG (p = 0.002), and A-G (p = 0.001).
However, no post-hoc differences among groups in thePA-rSTD4

were found. Phase main effects showed that larger acceleration
occurred during AV1 for the PA-rSTD1 and during DV for the
PA-rSTD3 and PA-rSTD6 compared to BV. On the other hand,
and compared to BV, the acceleration presented lower values in
DV for the PA-rSTD2, PA-rSTD4, and PA-rSTD5, and during
the AV1 there were also lower values for the PA-rSTD4 and PA-
rSTD5. Pairwise comparisons from the group x phase interaction
only revealed that C-NG moved the ankle in the AP direction
with larger acceleration than A-NG (p= 0.020) in DV.

Planned comparisons (Figure 7) in the EO trials only revealed
C-NG showing larger values of PA-rSTD3 in comparison to C-G
(p= 0.002) and A-NG (p= 0.033) during DV. On the other hand,
planned comparisons in the EC condition showed significant
differences among groups in all four phases analyzed. Children
without gymnastic experience presented larger acceleration of the
AP hip movements than C-G (p = 0.003) and A-NG (p = 0.012)
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FIGURE 2 | (A) Significant group main effects in the PPs (principal postural movement components). Means and standard deviations were plotted by group (children

non-gymnasts, C-NG; children gymnasts, C-G; adults non-gymnasts, A-NG; and adults gymnasts, A-G); (B) significant phase main effects in the PP. Means and

standard deviations were plotted by phase (BV, before vibration; DV, during vibration; AV1, after vibration early phase; AV2, after vibration late phase); and (C) group x

phase interactions were not significant (n.s.). Asterisks (*) indicate significant difference in the post-hoc analyses.

during BV. Similarly, C-NG showed higher values of PA-rSTD3

than the other twomentioned groups in the other phases: DV (C-
NG vs. C-G: p= 0.003; C-NG vs. A-NG: p= 0.003), AV1 (C-NG
vs. C-G: p = 0.015), and AV2 (C-NG vs. C-G: p = 0.014; C-NG
vs. A-NG: p = 0.002). In addition, planned comparisons in DV
revealed larger values of PA-rSTD1 (p= 0.022) for C-NG than A-
NG, while PA-rSTD5 values in C-NGwere smaller in comparison
to A-NG (p = 0.028). Values of the ML ankle accelerations (PA-
rSTD2) were smaller for the C-NG than A-NG (p= 0.039) during
AV1. Focusing in the after vibration late phase (AV2), C-NG
showed smaller values of PA-rSTD1 than A-NG (p = 0.023) and
of PA-rSTD5 compared to C-G (p= 0.048).

DISCUSSION

Main Results
This research was designed to better understand changes
in the postural movements performance and control during
bipedal standing in different proprioceptive and visual conditions
subjected to sensory reweighting processes and how these
changes were affected by age and gymnastic experience. Our

results showed that sensory information alteration led to changes
in the postural coordinative structure (PP), sensory integration
state (PV), and control (PA), especially when individuals
were under the most demanding condition (i.e., EC and
vibration), and also provided evidence that these changes did not
disappear when the vibration stopped (confirmingHypothesis 1).
Regarding the age effect, differences in the coordinative structure,
sensory state and motor control variables were found across age
but mostly between both non-gymnastic groups and some of
these differences were found 10–20 s after vibration (partially
confirming Hypothesis 2). In addition, gymnastic experienced
children exhibited an adult-like postural coordinative structure,
sensory state, and control during the reweighting processes while
no differences due to gymnastic practice were found between the
adult groups (partially confirming Hypothesis 3).

Characterization of the First 6 Principal
Postural Movements
The current findings showed that participants’ movements
during the bipedal stance trials were predominantly performed
by the ankle and hip in the anterior-posterior direction (AP)
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TABLE 2 | Significant results from the four (Group) x four (Phase) x two (Visual condition) ANOVAs in the principal postural movement components (PP).

ANOVA

Variables Main Effect or Interaction F df p η
2p Power Post-hocs

PP-rSDT1 Group 4.582 3, 73 0.005 0.158 0.87 C-NG < A-NG

Phase 29.931 3, 73 <0.001 0.291 1.00 BV < DV, AV2 < AV1

Visual condition 41.841 1, 75 <0.001 0.364 1.00 EO < EC

PP-rSDTa2 Group 3.965 3, 73 0.011 0.140 0.81 –

Phase 30.766 3, 73 <0.001 0.296 1.00 BV, AV2 > DV > AV1

Visual condition 35.136 1, 75 <0.001 0.325 1.00 EO > EC

PP-rSDTb3 Phase 8.136 3, 73 <0.001 0.100 0.99 BV > AV1, AV2; DV > AV2

Visual condition 26.661 1, 75 <0.001 0.268 0.99 EO > EC

PP-rSDTb4 Group 4.487 3, 73 0.006 0.156 0.86 C-NG > A-NG, A-G

Phase 26.649 3, 73 <0.001 0.267 1.00 BV, AV2 > DV > AV1

Visual condition 19.467 1, 75 <0.001 0.211 0.99 EO > EC

PP-rSDTb5 Group 3.647 3, 73 0.016 0.130 0.78 C-NG > A-NG

Phase 72.412 3, 73 <0.001 0.498 1.00 BV > AV2 > DV, AV1

Visual condition 22.094 1, 75 <0.001 0.232 1.00 EO > EC

PP-rSDTb6 Phase 4.980 3, 73 0.002 0.064 0.87 BV, DV < AV1

Visual condition 7.395 1, 75 0.008 0.092 0.77 EO > EC

C-NG, children non-gymnast; C-G, children gymnast; A-NG, adult non-gymnast; A-G, adult gymnast; EO, eyes open; EC, eyes closed; BV, before vibration phase; DV, during vibration

phase; AV1, early after vibration phase; AV2, later after vibration phase; PP-rSDT, principal position relative standard deviation.
aTest of normality failed. Square root values were used to compute ANOVA. bTest of normality failed. Values were transformed on ranks to compute ANOVA.

FIGURE 3 | PP (principal postural movement components) means and standard deviations for the children [non-gymnasts (C-NG) in red and gymnasts (C-G) in green]

and adults [non-gymnasts (A-NG) in blue and gymnasts (A-G) in black] by visual condition (EO, eyes open; EC, eyes closed). Phases were shaded differently (BV,

before vibration; DV, during vibration; AV1, after vibration early phase; AV2, after vibration late phase), but only phases with significant differences between groups

were plotted. Asterisks (*) indicates significant differences from planned comparisons; n.s. indicates non-significant results.

(i.e., PM1 and PM3, respectively). The so-called ankle and
hip strategies mentioned in the literature, together, accounted
approximately for an 80% of the movement variance. On the
other hand, ankle movements in the medio-lateral direction
(ML) (i.e., PM2) represented 15% of the movement variance
while the rest of the variance (i.e., 5%) was explained by
trunk rotations (without or with head movements) (i.e., PM4

and PM5) and knee flexion-extension movements (i.e., PM6).

These findings support studies suggesting that the ankle and hip
strategies do not fully explain the postural control movement
during bipedal stance and other multi-segment movements
should be considered (Hsu et al., 2007; Pinter et al., 2008).
The postural movements, and their corresponding percentages
of explained variance, obtained in the current study were
similar to those reported in adult bipedal posture studies also
using data-driven PCA (Federolf et al., 2013; Federolf, 2016)
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TABLE 3 | Significant results from the four (Group) x four (Phase) x two (Visual condition) ANOVAs in the principal velocities (PV).

ANOVA

Variables Main effect or Interaction F df p η
2p Power Post-hocs

PV-rSDTa1 Phase 118.798 3, 73 <0.001 0.619 1.00 BV, DV < AV2 < AV1

Visual condition 349.413 1, 75 <0.001 0.827 1.00 EO < EC

PV-rSDT2 Phase 51.210 3, 73 <0.001 0.412 1.00 BV, DV, AV2 > AV1

Visual condition 40.059 1, 75 <0.001 0.834 1.00 EO > EC

PV-rSDTa3 Group 4.088 3, 73 0.010 0.144 0.83 C-NG > A-G

Phase 37.573 3, 73 <0.001 0.340 1.00 AV2 < BV, AV1 < DV

Visual condition 55.816 1, 75 <0.001 0.433 1.00 EO > EC

PV-rSDTa4 Group x Phase 2.770 9, 219 0.004 0.102 0.95 DV: C-NG > C-G, A-NG, A-G AV1: C-G > A-NG, A-G AV2: C-NG > A-G

Group 5.779 3, 73 0.001 0.192 0.94 C-NG > A-NG, A-G; C-G > A-G

Phase 92.880 3, 73 <0.001 0.560 1.00 BV > DV, AV2 > AV1

Visual condition 124.580 1, 75 <0.001 0.631 1.00 EO > EC

PV-rSDTa5 Phase 129.545 3, 73 <0.001 0.640 1.00 BV > AV2 > DV > AV1

Visual condition 152.758 1, 75 <0.001 0.677 1.00 EO > EC

PV-rSDTb6 Phase 81.162 3, 73 <0.001 0.526 1.00 AV1 < BV, AV2 < DV

Visual condition 77.165 1, 75 <0.001 0.514 1.00 EO > EC

C-NG, children non-gymnast; C-G, children gymnast; A-NG, adult non-gymnast; A-G, adult gymnast; EO, eyes open; EC, eyes closed; BV, before vibration phase; DV, during vibration

phase; AV1, early after vibration phase; AV2, later after vibration phase; PV-rSDT, principal velocity relative standard deviation.
aTest of normality failed. Square root values were used to compute ANOVA. bTest of normality failed. Values were transformed on ranks to compute ANOVA.

with the exception of breathing movements as part of the
principal components. It is known that the number of markers
distributed over the subject influences the results (Federolf et al.,
2014). The biomechanical model used in our study (without
a chest marker) did not allow collecting information about
possible breathing movements but seemed to provide enough
information about the multi-joint postural movements and the
PCA methodology appeared to have sufficient sensitivity to
recognize them.

Postural Coordinative Structure
Independent of the vision condition, the interplay among
postural movements (i.e., coordinative structure of the
posture) changed across phases when participants’ sensory
reweighting capability was tested manipulating proprioception
(i.e., vibration). Participants during the vibration phase (when
proprioception was perturbed) increased the use of ankle
and knee AP movements compared to baseline while ankle
movements in the ML and trunk rotations (without or with
head movements) were decreased. These changes in the postural
coordinative structure remained during the first 10 s after
vibration was removed (i.e., after vibration early phase,), a
period when participants had to reweight the proprioception
information. However, between 10 and 20 s after vibration was
stopped (i.e., after vibration later phase), participants showed
postural movements values similar to those found before the
vibration (i.e., before vibration phase), except for the ankle
movements in the AP which still moved more than before
the proprioceptive manipulation. These results suggested that
the proprioceptive manipulation on the Achilles’ tendons
had larger effects on the ankle movements in the AP and
on individuals’ ability to return them to the initial state (i.e.,

stability) than the other postural movements (Eklund, 1972;
Thompson et al., 2007; Teasdale et al., 2017). The increase
in knee movements could be associated with an attempt to
cooperate with the ankle in reducing and slowing down the
center of mass (COM) movements in the AP in the during and
early-after vibration phases (Alexandrov et al., 2005; Pinter et al.,
2008; Reimann and Schöner, 2017). In contrast, the decreased
trunk rotation movements during these same phases could be
related to a decrease in postural control complexity (Haid and
Federolf, 2018; Wachholz et al., 2019a; Promsri et al., 2020). The
stabilization of the trunk rotation and knee movements during
the after vibration later phase may indicate that their altered
contributions were no longer needed to stabilize posture.

Differences in the postural coordinative structure were
observed between children and adults without experience in
gymnastics (i.e., age effect) while our results did not show any
gymnastic experience effects between adults. Children without
gymnastic experience in both visual conditions (i.e., EO and
EC) exhibited less use of the ankle movements in AP and more
use of the trunk rotations (without or with head movements)
than the adults without gymnastic experience, mainly during
the early and later phases after vibration. Additional differences
between children and adults without gymnastic experience were
revealed during vibration and eyes closed condition (i.e., the
most demanding condition). Specifically, the ankle movements
in the ML and the trunk rotations with head movements were
used more in children without gymnastic experience, while no
differences were found with eyes open.

In the ecological dynamics approach, perceptual-action
solutions are supported by the inherent degeneracy of the
system (i.e., ability to use elements that are structurally different
to perform the same function) (Edelman and Gally, 2001;
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FIGURE 4 | (A) Significant group main effects in the PVs (principal velocities). Means and standard deviations were plotted by group (children non-gymnasts, C-NG,

children gymnasts, C-G, adults non-gymnasts, A-NG, and adults gymnasts, A-G); (B) significant phase main effects in the PV. Means and standard deviations values

were plotted by phase (BV, before vibration; DV, during vibration; AV1, after vibration early phase; AV2, after vibration late phase); and (C) significant group x phase

interactions in the PVs. (*) indicates significant differences in the post-hoc analyses.

FIGURE 5 | PVs (principal velocities) means and standard deviations for the children [non-gymnasts (C-NG) in red and gymnasts (C-G) in green] and adults

[non-gymnasts (A-NG) in blue and gymnasts (A-G) in black] by visual condition (EO, eyes open; EC, eyes closed). Only phases (BV, before vibration; DV, during

vibration; AV1, after vibration early phase; AV2, after vibration late phase) with significant differences between groups were plotted (phases were shaded differently). (*)

indicates significant differences from planned comparisons. (n.s.) indicates non-significant results.
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TABLE 4 | Significant results from the four (Group) x four (Phase) x two (Visual condition) ANOVAs in the principal accelerations (PA).

ANOVA

Variables Main Effect or Interaction F df p η
2p Power Post-hocs

PA-rSDTb1 Group x Phase 3.712 9, 219 <0.001 0.132 0.99 DV: C-NG > A-NG

Phase 70.261 3, 73 <0.001 0.490 1.00 BV, DV < AV2 < AV1

Visual condition 103.644 1, 75 <0.001 0.587 1.00 EO < EC

PA-rSDTa2 Phase 20.664 3, 73 <0.001 0.221 1.00 BV, AV1, AV2 > DV

Visual condition 5.772 1, 75 0.019 0.073 0.66 EO > EC

PA-rSDTa3 Group 8.090 3, 73 <0.001 0.250 0.99 C-NG > C-G, A-NG, A-G

Phase 42.095 3, 73 <0.001 0.366 1.00 DV > BV, AV1, AV2; BV > AV2

PA-rSDTa4 Group 3.846 3, 73 0.013 0.136 0.80 -

Phase 36.821 3, 73 <0.001 0.335 1.00 BV > DV, AV2 > AV1

Visual condition 23.368 1, 75 <0.001 0.242 1.00 EO > EC

Group x Phase 2.510 9,219 0.009 0.094 0.929 -

Phase 13.631 3, 73 <0.001 0.157 1.00 BV > DV, AV1, AV2

PA-rSDT5 Visual condition 27.816 1, 75 <0.001 0.276 1.00 EO > EC

PA-rSDT6
b Phase 118.791 3, 73 <0.001 0.619 1.00 AV2 < BV < DV; AV1 < DV

C-NG, children non-gymnast; C-G, children gymnast; A-NG, adult non-gymnast; A-G, adult gymnast; EO, eyes open; EC, eyes closed; BV, before vibration phase; DV, during vibration

phase; AV1, early after vibration phase; AV2, later after vibration phase; PA-rSDT, principal acceleration relative standard deviation.
aTest of normality failed. Square root values were used to compute ANOVA. bTest of normality failed. Values were transformed on ranks to compute ANOVA.

Seifert et al., 2013; Mason, 2015). In our study, degeneracy
could facilitate individuals’ exploitation of their sensory reweight
capacity to utilize different coordinative structures to stabilize
posture when facing perturbations or recovering from them. It
has been suggested that developmental level (van Geert, 1994;
Edelman and Gally, 2001; Mason, 2010, 2015) and expertise in
performing a task (Seifert et al., 2013; Barris et al., 2014; Mason
et al., 2015; Busquets et al., 2016) could modify an individual
perception-action solution.We propose that the children without
gymnastic experience results were a consequence of an under-
developed degeneracy system which diminished either the
capability to re-integrate proprioceptive information to perform
different coordinative structures, or the possibility of co-existing
modes of coordinative structures (Edelman and Gally, 2001;
Mason, 2010, 2015; Seifert et al., 2013; Mason et al., 2015).
However, not all sensory modality manipulations had the same
effects. Children without gymnastic experience were able to
reweight visual information when proprioception was perturbed
and performed postural movements similar to those of adult
groups or children with gymnastic experience suggesting that
this group relied more on visual information. Interestingly, the
postural coordinative structures of the children with gymnastic
experience were similar to those of adults suggesting that
practicing gymnastics could promote degeneracy capacity closer
to adult level when faced with this particular task.

Postural Sensory Integration State
Postural movements can be seen as a consequence of the
actions to control the system in a stance position (Kiemel et al.,
2002; Peterka, 2002) but also as a reflection of a purposeful
neural mechanism related to test limits of vertical posture
stability (Riccio, 1993; Jeka et al., 2004; Mochizuki et al., 2006).
It has been suggested that the movements’ velocity is the

most accurate sensory information used to stabilize posture
during quite stance (Kiemel et al., 2002; Jeka et al., 2004).
Therefore, it is expected that velocity of the postural movements
(i.e., principal velocities, PV) would increase when a sensory
source is perturbed and participants would use it to explore
their stability limits in this new context. Independently of
the visual condition, when proprioception was perturbed our
results showed that the AP movements of the hip and knee
increased their velocity during vibration while the ankle AP
velocity maintained similar values to those before vibration.
On the other hand, after vibration the ankle AP movement
velocity increased while the hip and knee returned to initial
before vibration values. Movements in other directions (ML
and rotations) gradually diminished their velocity from the
before vibration phase to the early after vibration phase
and they recovered initial values later between 10 and 20 s
after vibration.

Changes in the principal velocities during vibration could
be interpreted as participants perceiving that proprioceptive
information from ankle AP movements was not reliable to
maintain the posture due to potentially conflicting sources of
sensory information (Eklund and Hagbarth, 1966; Hayashi et al.,
1981; McKay et al., 2014; Busquets et al., 2018), therefore they
sought more information from supplementary joints in the AP
direction (hips and knees). After vibration, participants returned
to ankle proprioceptive information but with larger velocities
during the early reweighting processes. These larger velocities
after vibration could correspond to an exploratory approach
to retune the stability limits defined by the ankle movements
and also some possible after vibration effects. Abundance of
proprioceptive sources distributed all over the body could have
allowed participants to acquire useful information from other
parts of the body when sources from the ankle were not
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FIGURE 6 | (A) Significant group main effects in the PAs (principal acceleration). Means and standard deviations were plotted by group (children non-gymnasts,

C-NG, children gymnasts, C-G, adults non-gymnasts, A-NG, and adults gymnasts, A-G); (B) significant Phase main effects in the PA. Means and standard deviations

values were plotted by phase (BV, before vibration; DV, during vibration; AV1, after vibration early phase; AV2, after vibration late phase); and (C) significant group x

phase interactions in the PAs. (*) indicates significant differences in the post-hoc analyses.

reliable. Therefore, reweighting processes could involve changes
in the relative use of several information types (e.g., increasing
the use of proprioceptive information when eyes are closed)
but also include changes in the relative use of the kinesthetic
information from different body location (e.g., increasing the
use of proprioceptive information from hips and knees when
ankle information is altered). On the other hand, reduction of
the velocities in the other directions (ML and rotations) could
be attributed to an attempt to reduce information at minimum
necessary to control movements but to allow the system to work
in the main altered direction (i.e., AP direction). Theoretically,
changes in the relevance of the sensory information to maintain
perceptual stability (of the environment and the own body)
during task performance could be explained by the existence of
a perceptual structure configured by a high-dimensional space of
afferent-efferent variables to percept the joint positions (i.e., iso-
perceptual manifolds of the joints) (Latash, 2018b, 2020; Cuadra
and Latash, 2019). Perturbation in the ankle proprioceptive
sources could generate changes in the iso-perceptual manifold
configuration (i.e., reweighting processes) that lead to create

new perceptual structure (i.e., a non- perceptually equivalent
structure) losing perception stability and producing changes also
in the postural movements.

When age effect was explored in the PVs, children
showed larger trunk rotation without the head movement
velocity than the adults groups. Particularly, children without
gymnastic experience were not able to contain the velocity
of the trunk rotations without head movements during and
after the vibration, while children with gymnastic experience
failed to reduce this velocity during the first 10 s after
vibration. Not reducing the trunk rotation velocities would add
complexity to the perceptual structure used by children without
gymnastic experience increasing the difficulty to accomplish
an effective perceptual-action coupling. In addition, children
without gymnastic experience in the EC condition presented
lower values of ankle AP velocities and larger values of
hip flexion-extension velocities than adults without gymnastic
experience in the later after vibration phase. This result could
be an indication that these children were not able at the end of
the trial to return to initial perceptual structure and fully use the
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FIGURE 7 | PAs (principal velocities) means and standard deviations for the children [non-gymnasts (C-NG) in red and gymnasts (C-G) in green] and adults

[non-gymnasts (A-NG) in blue and gymnasts (A-G) in black] by visual condition (EO, eyes open; EC, eyes closed). Only phases (BV, before vibration; DV, during

vibration; AV1, after vibration early phase; AV2, after vibration late phase) with significant differences between groups were plotted, with different shading used for

each phase. (*) Indicates significant differences from planned comparisons. (n.s.) Indicates non-significant differences.

ankle information in the AP direction while relying more in the
hip sensory information.

Differences because of gymnastic experience were also found
between the children groups while the adults groups presented
similar results. Children with gymnastic experience showed
lower velocities in the trunk rotation without head movements
during vibration and in the hip flexion-extension movements
in the later phase after vibration. Gymnastic practice during
childhood could impact the ability to change the perceptual
structure diminishing the complexity of the sensory information
constraining velocities of the trunk rotations and decreasing the
necessity to use hip sensory information. Given that an existing
or emerging perceptual structure has to be constrained by an
a priori knowledge of the body and their relations with the
environment, it could be argued that experience acquired by
gymnastics practice (or age, based on the above results) changed
the iso-perceptual manifolds of the joints or their relationship in
the perceptual structures to better manage reweighting processes.

Control of Postural Movements
Postural stability requires constant neuromuscular interventions
(i.e., actions) to be coupled with perception. The principal
accelerations (PA) are used to quantify the actions
(“accelerations”) performed to maintain bipedal standing
in different conditions (Federolf, 2016; Haid et al., 2018; Promsri
et al., 2018; Wachholz et al., 2019b; Ó’Reilly and Federolf,
2021). Participants in our study showed that AP movements of
the hip and knee increased their acceleration during vibration
while ankle AP acceleration maintained similar values to those
of before vibration. On the other hand, after vibration the
ankle AP movement acceleration increased while the hip and
knee returned to before vibration values. Movements in other

directions (ML and rotations) diminished their accelerations
during vibration. While ankle ML movement recovered their
initial values early after vibration, trunk rotation movements
recovered initial values later (between 10 and 20 s after vibration).

Given that larger muscular forces are necessary to stop or
produce larger accelerations, larger muscular actions during
vibration can be inferred from the increased hip and knee
PA values. Interestingly, the acceleration values of the ankle
AP movement did not change despite the vibration. Vibration
generates perceptual effects about joint positions and velocities
(Goodwin et al., 1972; Hayashi et al., 1981; Sittig et al.,
1985; Proske and Gandevia, 2012) but also involves illusions
of force (Feldman and Latash, 1982; Proske and Gandevia,
2012; Reschechtko et al., 2018) and induces the tonic vibration
reflex (Eklund and Hagbarth, 1966; Wierzbicka et al., 1998).
The challenging condition produced by the loss of reliability
in the ankle proprioceptive information, the illusion of force
production, and the tonic vibration reflex could increase muscle
co-activation and consequently the ankle apparent stiffness. An
increased co-activation that blocks ankle movements would lead
to a loss of postural stability with faster movement changes of the
COM. On the other hand, allowing movements, as participants
did, could be a mechanism to stabilize posture at the same time
that ensures abundance (i.e., availability of possible solutions)
in poorly predictable contexts (i.e., perturbations) that require
corrective actions (Latash, 2018a; Yamagata et al., 2019). In
addition, to maintain the COM sway under control, the knee
and hip movements became more compliant while increasing
their movements and muscular actions to diminish the COM
movements in a controlled range. After vibration the tonic
vibration reflex disappeared but the perceptual structure had to
be reweighted and coupled with the actions. Due to the possibility
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to rely again in the ankle movements to control the COM
sway, the knee and hip accelerations returned to initial levels.
However, posture stability was not achieved instantly (the COM
movements may be in a controlled range but surely with more
movements than usual) and therefore the ankle muscle actions
increased (i.e., accelerations) to control posture and, at the end,
stabilize the whole body.

Movements in directions less affected by vibration (ML
and rotations) decreased their accelerations during vibration
and recovered their initial values in the early after vibration
phase (ankle ML movements) and in the later after vibration
phase (trunk rotations without and with head movements).
Participants appeared to avoid wasteful movements in directions
less affected by vibration and in consequence they reduced
their accelerations probably by muscle co-activations. These
acceleration reductions could have been achieved by reducing
non-essential movements in these directions. Theoretically, these
results could occur because, to do any task, different perceptual-
action solutions (i.e., motor equivalence) are developed with
movements that lead to no changes in the performance (i.e.,
motor equivalent components) and movements that modify
the performance (i.e., non-motor equivalent components)
(Scholz et al., 2007; Mattos et al., 2011; Latash, 2018b). The
configuration of the postural solutions (motor equivalences)
found in our study might be governed by the “act on the
most nimble” rule which is expected to be specific to problems
of restoring stability of actions (Akulin et al., 2019; Yamagata
et al., 2020). Following the “act on the most nimble” rule,
changes in control coordinates occurred for the postural
movement that shows the fastest deviation from its expected
trajectory (i.e., ankle movements in the AP direction). Corrective
action in ankle movements would not be enough to stabilize
posture, and then the controller acts along the second fastest
coordinate, and so on until posture is stabilized in the new
context (when vibration appeared and then when vibration
disappeared). In addition, reducing movements in the ML
and rotational movements could allow individuals to obtain
more reliable or better reference frame from the vestibular
system to keep vertical posture (Mergner et al., 2009a,b;
Héroux et al., 2015).

Children presented differences compared to adults in the
control of their postural movements only when the comparison
was done between groups without gymnastic experience. Non-
gymnast children showed larger accelerations of the hip
movements compared to the non-gymnast adults. Interestingly,
in the EC condition this larger hip acceleration was found
before the vibration application and consistently appeared during
and after vibration phases, while in the EO condition these
differences only were found during vibration. These results
suggested that children without gymnastic experience were able
to control posture similarly to adults but they relied on the
visual information to achieve this adult like postural control.
No-visual information could result in excessive increase in
COM movements that led to increase the hip actions in the
new perceptual-action solution in order to stabilize posture. In
addition, the fact that even with the visual information available,
children with no gymnastic experience were more affected by

vibration can be interpreted as an undeveloped capacity to
reweight properly sensory information and to elaborate new
perceptual structure. In addition, ankle acceleration values in
the AP direction of the non-gymnast children during vibration
were higher than values found in non-gymnast adults. If we
consider that their hip control was undeveloped, it could be
suggested that children without gymnastic experience were not
able to stabilize COM movements using hip actions and, in
the absence of visual information, they continue using ankle
actions even when proprioceptive information was not reliable.
On the other hand, given the difficulty to control movements
in the AP direction, children without gymnastic experience
had the capacity to reduce accelerations in the trunk rotations
with head movements during vibrations and in the ankle ML
movements after vibration. These were directions less affected by
vibration and children could decrease their accelerations in an
attempt to prioritize AP movements control in their perceptual-
action solutions.

Similar differences in the hip accelerations between non-
gymnasts children and adults groups were also found between
children with different gymnastic experience, with non-gymnast
children showing an overall larger hip acceleration than
gymnastic children. Taken together with the lack of differences
between children and adults with gymnastic experience in
any of the movement acceleration, it seems that gymnastic
experience enhanced the development of the postural control
during childhood.

Limitations
The experimental set up used in the current study allowed to
identify differences in the postural performance and control
by age and gymnastic experience during reweighting processes,
however, it has to be recognized that the biomechanical model
and the kind of movements that can be measured and analyzed
are limited by the number and the placements of reference
markers. Nevertheless, the marker set employed in the current
study did allow quantification of the main postural control
movements produced (Horak et al., 1990; Runge et al., 1999).
In addition, given that sensory and motor adjustments seem to
be task-specific (Ringhof and Stein, 2018) and highly related to
motor experience (Paillard, 2017), limited generalization could
be applicable to other tasks and sports or forms of physical
activity. Lastly, when interpreting PA variables to characterize
neural control of postural movements, one needs to be aware
that these accelerations are not only a product of active muscle
forces, but may also stem from gravitational or passive forces that
the control system utilizes (Winter et al., 1998; Federolf, 2016;
Promsri et al., 2020).

CONCLUSIONS

Several conclusions can be drawn from our results regarding
the postural performance and control during bipedal
standing when sensory proprioceptive and visual information
were manipulated:
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• Coordinative structures used to stabilize posture included
not only ankle and hip in the A-P direction, but also ankle
in the M-L direction, trunk rotations and knee movements
specially in the more demanding conditions and for the less
experienced group.

• Proprioceptive manipulation of bipedal postural control via
tendon vibration engages sensory reweighting processes and
postural control complexity modulations that persist even
when the vibration stops.

• Differences between children and adults without gymnastics
experience were found indicating that children required
less use of AP ankle movements but more use of ankle
ML and trunk rotations movements, larger hip and
trunk rotation velocities, and larger hip accelerations
but reduced ankle ML and trunk rotations accelerations.
Overall, these results could be interpreted as a result
of an under-developed ability of children to exploit
the different sensory sources to reweight them and to
stabilize posture (i.e., they have an under-developed
degeneracy of the system) and higher reliance on the
hip strategy.

• Gymnastics experience in the children group seemed to
decrease differences produced by age (i.e., differences between
children and adults without gymnastics experience), this
suggests, children benefited from gymnastics experience
leading to postural coordination, sensory integration, and
control closer to that of adults.

• Gymnastics experience in the adult group did not seem to
bring any measurable advantage when compared to adults
without gymnastics experience.
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